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Patron
Her Majesty The Queen

Cumberland Lodge Scholars

Visitor
Sir John Laws, Lord Justice Laws PC

Iman Azzi, Institute of Education, University College London

Board of Trustees

Rebecca Love, School of Clinical Medicine, University of
Cambridge

Chairman
Usha Prashar, The Rt Hon the Baroness Prashar of Runnymede CBE
Sir Stephen Wall GCMG LVO (until January 2019)

2016 –18

Harriet Hoffler, School of Law, University of Bristol

Nicholas Thompson, School of Psychology and Clinical
Language Sciences, University of Reading

Vice-Chair
Lynne Berry OBE

Liisa Tuhkanen, School of Slavonic and East European
Studies, University College London

Honorary Treasurer
Simon Pearce

Michael Veale, Department of Science, Technology,
Engineering and Public Policy, University College London

Trustees
Charles Anson CVO DL
Professor Dame Sally C Davies DBE FM ed S ci FRS (until October 2017 )
Sir Malcolm Evans KCMG OBE
Jane Furniss CBE
The Revd Robin Griffith-Jones FSA (until February 2018)
Ruby M cG regor-Smith, Baroness M cG regor-Smith CBE
Paul Hampden-Smith
Dr Joanna Kennedy OBE FRE ng FICE (until February 2018)
Jill Pitkeathley, Baroness Pitkeathley of Caversham OBE
Salley Vickers

2017 –19

Chief Executive
Canon Dr Edmund Newell
Visiting Fellows
Shami Chakrabarti, Baroness Chakrabarti CBE
Chief Constable Sara Thornton, CBE QPM
Dr Rowan Williams, Lord Williams of Oystermouth PC FBA FRSL RLSW
Professor Tariq Modood MBE FA c SS
Sir Stuart Etherington FRSA
David Anderson, Lord Anderson of Ipswich KBE QC
Honorary Life Fellows
Maria Wallis QPM
Lady (Poppy) Anderson
John Pool
The Rev Canon John Ovenden LVO
Anthony Lloyd, The Rt Hon the Lord Lloyd of Berwick DL
Dr Hilary Richards
The Revd Canon Professor Richard Burridge
Dr Alastair Niven LVO OBE
Helen Niven

Saeed Akkad, School of Physical Sciences, University of Kent
Mahmood Ali, Department of Psychology, Manchester
Metropolitan University
Dr Sam Creavin, School of Social and Community Medicine,
University of Bristol
Amanda M cB ride, Arts, Design and Social Sciences,
Northumbria University
Celestin Okoroji, Department of Psychological and
Behavioural Science, London School of Economics and
Political Science
Jack Parsons, Department of Plant Sciences, University
of Oxford
Tamanda Walker, School of Philosophy, Religion and History
of Science, University of Leeds
2018 –20

Nour Al Kafri, School of Pharmacy and Biomedical Sciences,
University of Portsmouth
Alexander Blower, Institute of Education, University of
Wolverhampton
Sarah Clowry, School of Government and International
Affairs, Durham University
Matt Dickinson, Nuffield Department of Medicine,
University of Oxford
Angelika Love, Department of Experimental Psychology,
University of Oxford
Patricia O'Lynn, School of Social Sciences, Education and
Social Work, Queen's University Belfast
Inna Thalmann, Nuffield Department of Population Health,
University of Oxford
Ishrat Hussein, Department of Politics and International
Relations, University of Oxford (from 1 January 2019)
Amy Buller P h D Scholar (2017–20)
Amber Pierce, Holocaust Research Institute,
Royal Holloway, University of London
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Sir Stephen Wall

At the end of his eight
years as Governor of
California, Ronald Reagan
penned a poem.
It describes eight years of often
frenetic, and certainly varied and
demanding, activity. But at the end of
the poem, as Reagan looks out of his
office window, he remarks that, ‘the
elm in the park looks just the same’.

So it is with Cumberland Lodge, in a way, as I look
back at the end of ten years as Chair of Trustees.
The property itself, the Great Park, the committed
and perceptive patronage of Her Majesty The
Queen, the quality and dedication of the staff: all
these things have changed very little. I also believe
that our DNA , as a charity, is still readily discernible,
despite a period of significant change.

Thanks to the hard work and dedication of the staff,
as well as the environment of the Lodge itself, people
from widely different backgrounds, and with widely
differing views, find common ground here, both on
the issues they discuss and at a personal level.
The challenge for us now is to find ways to build
on that common ground, to sustain the personal
relationships established and to capture the lessons
and maximise the impact of what we do. We have
expanded our Programme Department to help us
do just that, and we are also developing both our
communications and our alumni outreach.
The late Geoffrey Howe used to say that, ‘money
is the root of all progress’. That is why we rely on
hiring out our facilities to visiting groups to fund our
charitable activities. But this commercial arm has to
serve the charity, and not the other way around. We
have been able to count on generous funding from a
number of trusts, foundations and individuals over
the years, not least thanks to the skill and network
of our Fundraising Consultant, Christopher Mann.
We need to expand, and indeed we are already busy
developing our fundraising capacity, to be better
placed to meet the objectives I have described above.

The Lodge itself has continued to be a distinctive
venue under the leadership of two Principals,
Alastair Niven and Ed Newell (now Chief
Executive). We are in a continuous – and often
costly – process of renewing the fabric and interiors,
so that the thousands of people who pay to come
to the Lodge each year, and hence support our
charitable work, find the familiar atmosphere and
welcome that they have come to expect, but with
modernised facilities and communications. Martin
Newlan, who retired this year after 16 years as
Bursar and Deputy Principal, played a notable part
in imagining and managing what needed to be done.

Ten years on, our Board is smaller than it was,
in accordance with the recommendations of
the Charity Commission, and all its members
have enthusiastically taken on the additional
commitments that this responsibility brings. I have
been lucky to be a trustee of this wonderful charity,
in the company of very talented and committed
colleagues. My successor as Chair, The Rt Hon the
Baroness Prashar of Runnymede, has a long and
distinguished background in public life and almost
as long an involvement with the work of the Lodge.
Her expertise and enthusiasm will find a ready echo
in the impressive people who, under Ed Newell’s
leadership, make Cumberland Lodge the inspiring
place that it is and has always been.

But, as Ed’s introduction (pages 3 – 5) describes, what
we are is what we do. And that is where we, as a
registered charity, have changed. Our conference
programme is now firmly focused on addressing the
root causes and effects of social divisions.

Sir Stephen Wall
Chair of Trustees, 2009 –2019
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3,605
subsidised places
provided for
student study
retreats

1,043
participants in
our annual series
and educational
programmes

77

universities and
schools involved
in our work with
young people

4,400
student visitors

Our mission
page 2
Introduction
page 3
Inspiring leaders, influencers
and policymakers
page 6
Supporting students and
young people
page 11
Public engagement
page 18

The welcome at
Cumberland Lodge is warm
and unforgettable. It is a
safe place to open up and
understand one another:
the sample-world we wish
to see; a place where people
can disagree with respect
and where inclusion is
the foundation.
International student
participant at our ‘Freedom
& Sexuality: LGBTQI+ Rights
in the Commonwealth’
conference, 2018

Speakers and contributors
page 20
A lasting impact
page 21
Funding
page 22
Partners and supporters
page 25
Our 2018 –19 series
page 26
Supporting our work
page 27

Truly a highlight of 2017!
It was a very exciting
time: meeting new people
and having interesting
discussions; and getting
away from our familiar
classroom surroundings.
I felt extremely fortunate.
Student study retreat
participant, 2017
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Cumberland Lodge empowers people, through dialogue and
debate, to tackle the causes and effects of social division.
We are an incubator for fresh ideas that promote progress towards more peaceful,
open and inclusive societies. Since 1947, we have been breaking down silo thinking and
building interdisciplinary, cross-sector networks that make a difference.
Inspiring minds

Nurturing potential

Exchanging ideas

We convene cross-sector
conferences, study
retreats and panel debates
that engage people of all
ages, backgrounds and
perspectives in candid
conversations on pressing
issues that affect us all.

By commissioning
rigorous, interdisciplinary
research and inviting
experts and practitioners
to refine key ideas from
our conferences, we
generate solutions-focused
reports and digital
resources that improve
public understanding and
influence policy action and
practical initiatives.

Guided by our founding
principles, we involve
students and young
people in all aspects of
our work. We provide
a range of stimulating
educational opportunities
to encourage more
active citizenship and
democratic involvement,
and to nurture
future leaders and
changemakers.

We also offer a range of
stimulating cultural and
educational events for
our local community, to
promote the exchange
of ideas through literary
events, reflective
retreats, guided tours,
art exhibitions and
public lectures.

This conference
made me realise
that I do have
the potential to
make a change in
this world.
Participant at our
‘A Generation without
Hate’ conference, 2017
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Canon Dr Edmund
Newell, Chief Executive

Cumberland Lodge means different things
to different people.
If you only visited at weekends, you might get the impression
that we are an educational institution seeking to broaden
the outlook and social conscience of students through study
retreats – and that is certainly an important aspect of our
work. A regular midweek visitor could be forgiven for thinking
that we are simply a conference centre, and of course income
from our conference trade is vital as the main source of funding
for our charitable work.

However, at the heart of things is our mission to empower people, through
rigorous dialogue and debate, to tackle social division. This is fundamental
to who we are and what we do, and it goes right back to our founding vision.
We do this by facilitating an open and inclusive environment in which
challenging issues and ideas can be explored candidly and constructively,
by people of all backgrounds, generations and perspectives.
Details of our full range of programmes and events are available on our website.
New approaches
an open and
inclusive
environment in
which challenging
issues and ideas
can be explored
candidly and
constructively

This year, we worked hard, not only to address some of the most pressing
issues facing society, but to articulate our core purpose and learning
outputs with greater volume and clarity. To help achieve this, we introduced
an annual theme to our programme of events and educational activities.
The inaugural theme for 2017–18 was ‘Freedom’.
To sharpen the way we work, and build momentum and expertise, we have
developed a trifold approach to our Cumberland Conference series.
Each conference is followed by a Cumberland Consultation - a smaller
gathering of conference representatives and other key players in the field,
who delve more deeply into key issues identified at the conference, refine the
recommendations, and draw out priorities and best practice. This forms the
basis of a solutions-focused Cumberland Lodge Report, which is presented
directly to policymakers, practitioners, parliamentarians, the media, and
other people of influence at a launch event in central London.
Our Cumberland Conferences are now supported by early-career researchers
with expertise in the field. These freelance Research Associates are
commissioned to produce interdisciplinary briefing documents, which inform
our conference sessions and Cumberland Lodge Reports. We also publish a
range of digital resources to share creative insights and presentations from our
conferences and events, including podcasts, recordings and blogs.

4

5k

followers on social media

67k

visitors to our website

747k

Twitter impressions

51k

Facebook engagements

4k

people accessed our
videos and podcasts

£2m+

expended on delivering our
charitable objectives

We are currently in the process of developing exciting new projects and
partnerships, to bring a wider range of people to Cumberland Lodge, and
we have been upgrading our audio-visual facilities, both to improve the
participant experience of our events and to enable us to reach a wider,
external audience through digital channels.
Governance
Mindful of the increasing regulatory demands placed on charities and their
trustees, we undertook a governance review in 2017, with help from the National
Council for Voluntary Organisations (NCVO). This led to a decision to streamline
our Board, by reducing the number of trustees from 19 to 11, and to invite a
Cumberland Lodge Scholar to join it. Following the NCVO’s recommendations,
we have also introduced an annual strategy meeting, and increased the number
of Board meetings from two to four per year. Our Board meetings now dovetail
with our four sub-committees: the Programme Committee, which oversees our
core activities; the Finance and General Purposes Committee; the Investment
Committee; and the Risk and Audit Committee. Each of our trustees is a
member of at least one of these sub-committees. We are confident that this
new governance structure is in line with best practice and tailored well to our
particular needs.
Finances
Over the past year, as in 2016 -17, we expended £2 .2 million on delivering our
charitable objectives. As well as providing subsidised places for 3,605 students
to attend study retreats, we continued to fund 13 Cumberland Lodge Scholars
and our ongoing Amy Buller P h D Scholarship with Royal Holloway, University
in London. We also provided bursaries to allow 37 students to participate in
our conferences, consultations and seminars, and another 15 students with
limited financial means were awarded free places to attend study retreats
with their peers.
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The conference trade that we rely on to support much of our work
continued to flourish (see pages 22 –24). Once again, we welcomed
hundreds of organisations hosting university study retreats, professional
development courses, business meetings and awaydays, third-sector
events, and special events such as weddings and receptions.

The Rt Hon
the Baroness
Prashar of
Runnymede
Chair of Trustees
(2019–)

People
During the past year there have been some significant changes in
personnel. In February 2018, Martin Newlan retired after 16 years of
service as Bursar and Deputy Principal. Martin has been replaced by
Dr Daren Bowyer, in the newly-configured role of Chief Operating Officer
and Deputy Chief Executive. Daren was previously Chief Executive of
the Newbury and District Agricultural Society and Director of the Royal
Berkshire Show. Shortly afterwards, our long-standing Programme
Director, Dr Owen Gower, left to become Director of the UK Council of
Graduate Education. His successor, Dr Jan-Jonathan Bock, joined us from
a Research Fellowship at The Woolf Institute, Cambridge.
In August 2018, Jane Whaley retired as Domestic Bursar, having been at
the Lodge for almost 36 years. Jane was made a member of the Royal
Victorian Order in recognition of her long and distinguished service, in
The Queen’s 2018 Birthday Honours. Her successor, Merrill Ryan, joined us
in September 2018 with over 30 years’ experience in the hospitality sector.
In September 2017, we said farewell to Kitty O’Lone, our inaugural
Amy Buller Scholar, and welcomed Amber Pierce, who is studying for a
P h D in Holocaust studies at Royal Holloway, University of London, as
her successor. In the course of the year, Professor Dame Sally Davies, the
Revd Robin Griffiths-Jones, Dr Joanna Kennedy and David Lunn stepped
down as trustees. We are extremely grateful to them for all that they have
contributed to the life and work of the Lodge. Meanwhile, we welcomed
Sir Stuart Etherington, Chief Executive of the NCVO, and cross-bench life
peer David Anderson, Lord Anderson of Ipswich, as Visiting Fellows.
Finally, Sir Stephen Wall stepped down as Chair of Trustees in January
2019, after ten years in post, to be succeeded by Usha Prashar, The Rt
Hon the Baroness Prashar of Runnymede. On behalf of so many people
associated with Cumberland Lodge, I would like to take this opportunity
to thank Stephen for all that he has done for our unique institution.
Through a judicious balance of challenge, support and wise counsel, he
has been instrumental in guiding our development as an organisation over
the past decade. He has also been a highly effective ambassador, opening
the door for many significant connections and opportunities. Stephen
will be greatly missed, but we very much hope that his association with
Cumberland Lodge will continue, long into the future. In passing the
baton, I also greatly look forward to working with Usha, whose key role in
public life and long association with Cumberland Lodge will be invaluable
as we seek to develop our work and reach out to more people.

Canon Dr Edmund Newell
Chief Executive, Cumberland Lodge

Dr Jan-Jonathan
Bock
Programme Director
(2018–)

Lord Anderson
of Ipswich
Visiting Fellow
(2018–)

Merrill Ryan
General Manager
(2018–)

Dr Daren Bowyer
Chief Operating
Officer & Deputy
Chief Executive
(2018–)

Sir Stuart
Etherington
Visiting Fellow
(2018–)

Amber Pierce
Amy Buller PhD
Scholar (2017–20)
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48
121

guest speakers

seminar
participants
(see page 10)

137
conference
delegates

29

nationalities
represented

£33k

grant funding
sourced

In September 2017, we
launched a new series
of interdisciplinary
conferences and
consultations on the
theme of ‘Freedom’
and its place in
peaceful, open and
inclusive societies.
This theme also influenced our educational programmes and
public outreach events in 2017-18.
–– What causes people to exploit, discriminate against and curtail
the freedom of others?
–– How can we safeguard the rights of people everywhere to
express who they are and what they believe?
–– How is extremism threatening our fundamental freedoms?
–– How much of our freedom are we willing to surrender for the
sake of greater security?
Our ‘Freedom’ series has already created powerful new, cross-sector
networks and generated recommendations for practical action and
policy change, on pressing issues facing society today.
Published outputs can be found at
cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/reports-publications
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Published outputs
–– Conference briefing, conference report,
reflective blogs, speaker transcripts
Policy impact
–– This report directly contributed
to the content of the All Party
Parliamentary Group (APPG) on
Hate Crime report, How do we build
community cohesion when hate crime is
on the rise?, published in January 2019.
In numbers
–– 95% of participants felt that the
conference created new cross-sector
networks of communication and
learning
–– 100% agreed that the conference
inspired them to explore new
approaches to tackling prejudicial
attitudes and behaviours
In words

Freedom from
hate and prejudice

So many fascinating people in
one room. Today keeps my
faith in humanity. It shines light
in the moments of darkness.
#CLwithouthate
Kemal Pervanic, human rights
activist, former refugee
and Founder of Most Mira
(Bridge of Peace)
@kemalpervanic, 2 Nov 2017

Our November 2017 conference,
A Generation without Hate, involved
57 educationalists, community
practitioners, charity leaders,
academics and campaigners,
university students and sixth-form
students. We explored new ways
of combating hateful behaviour and
prejudice amongst young people.
Key themes and recommendations
from the conference were refined at a
Consultation, led by Baroness Prashar
of Runnymede, in June 2018, involving
conference representatives and senior
practitioners in the field.

–– ‘The opportunity to share views with
peers from such wide and varied
disciplines was a joy, and our collective
expertise and experiences made for
an open forum where great progress
was made.’
–– ‘It was a fantastic opportunity to
reflect on my own work, and that of
my organisation, and to think about
how we could work even more
effectively to achieve our vision.’
–– ‘One of the most useful and
inspiring events I have attended
through my work.’
–– ‘The conference has created a lasting
legacy that continues to ripple and
shape the education community in a
positive manner to this day. It certainly
made a profound difference to me: it
galvanised purpose and gave a sense
of hope and optimism.’

8

Freedom of
sexuality
In February 2018, we supported 52
international students, from 21 UK
universities and 22 countries, to
discuss progress on LGBTQI+ rights
in the Commonwealth with charity
leaders, academics, global advocates
and policy influencers, at Freedom
& Sexuality: LGBTQI+ Rights in the
Commonwealth. This conference
was held in partnership with The
Kaleidoscope Trust, in response to
the fact that 90% of Commonwealth
citizens live in jurisdictions where
LGBTQI+ people are criminalised.
Published outputs
–– Conference statement and
reflective blog

In numbers

In partnership with

–– 100% of participants learnt more about
the Commonwealth as a platform for
addressing social and ethical issues
–– 95% networked with influencers they
would otherwise not have met
–– 86% felt they enhanced their ability
to lead on promoting equality
In words
–– ‘A thoughtful and critical space for
discourse with participants from many
different fields of study.’
–– ‘Now we must keep forging ahead
for the respect of human rights for
all. This network is a great start for
promoting universal values through
education and advocacy.’

Policy impact

–– ‘I am planning to organise a panel
discussion on the issues we
discussed, at my university.’

–– Our conference statement was
submitted to the Commonwealth
Heads of Government meeting, held
in London in April 2018, backed by a
supporting letter from Sir Elton John.

–– ‘One of the highlights for me was
having the space to openly discuss,
debate and respectfully disagree. I also
learned to negotiate my views and be
sensitive to the perspectives of others.’

Fantastic to be there
@CumberlandL odge &
@Kaleidoscope_T and be
joined by such inspirational
young people and future leaders
from all across the world
#CL freedom. Very encouraging
discussions for the # LGBTQI
community home and abroad.
Crispin Blunt MP, Conservative
Party MP for Reigate,
@Crispin B lunt, 28 Feb 2018
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Sponsored by

I would not have
been able to attend
without the bursary,
and it was one of the
most rewarding and
informative events I
have ever been to.

Freedom and
public security
Our April 2018 conference, Freedom
Restrained? Public Protection, Fear
and Policing, addressed the balance
between the need for public security
and the protection of civil liberties in
policing today. It involved 65 police
officers, charity leaders, lawyers,
academics and civil servants.
With support from the Dawes Trust, we
awarded seven fully-funded bursaries to
help four high-potential police officers
identified by Police Now and the College of
Policing, and three P hD students, to attend.
Published outputs
–– Conference briefing, conference
report, reflective blogs
Policy impact
–– Max Hill QC , Independent Reviewer
of Terrorism Legislation:
‘After the combination of terrorist attacks
in London and Manchester during 2017,
it has never been more important to
balance our need for ongoing national
security with our enjoyment of individual
rights and freedoms.

‘This conference comes during the
counter-terrorism strategy review which
commenced in June 2017, and presents
a valuable opportunity to check where
we are all going in terms of revising
the tools we need to combat terrorism
without trampling on privacy and other
entitlements of UK citizens.’
In numbers
–– 100% of participants felt they were
able to influence discussions and voice
their ideas
–– 100% felt we brought people from
different social and geographical
backgrounds into the conversation
In words
–– ‘Everything I learnt will influence my
studies, ways of thinking and future
discussions on the different topics.’
–– ‘A stupendous collaboration of
brilliant minds, a wealth of experience,
and a panoply of topics to dig our teeth
into and push the boundaries of our
own thinking; in a setting that fosters
this combination perfectly.’
–– ‘One of the most stimulating,
inspiring and informative events that I
have ever had the pleasure to attend.’

It had a huge impact…
To hear from frontline
practitioners, in a
safe and inclusive
environment, taught
me more about
police work and
decision-making than
I had thought would be
possible.
Dawes Trust conference
bursary recipient, 2018

Sorry to leave
#freedomrestrained
event at wonderful
@Cumberland L odge –
really stimulating event.
Learnt a lot. Thanks to
organisers at #CL police
for inviting me to speak and
all delegates for making
me – as an outsider – feel so
welcome. Enjoy the rest of
the conference.
Claire Fox, Director of
the Institute of Ideas
@Fox_Claire, 21 April 2018
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SEVENTY

1947
2017
YEARS

Education and
social cohesion
Cumberland Seminar
10 October 2017
We explored the role of
education in promoting social
cohesion in 21st-century
Britain, with the former Labour
politician, academic and
journalist Lord Adonis, chair
of the National Infrastructure
Commission.

70 th anniversary
In 2017-18 , we held four seminars to conclude
our 70 th anniversary series.
We convened two cross-sector discussions chaired by guest speakers
at Cumberland Lodge, and two policy-focused seminars in the heart of
Westminster, to launch reports from our anniversary conference series.

Eliminating modern
slavery
Westminster Seminar
30 October 2017
We convened a seminar at
the House of Commons
to present our April 2017
Police Conference report,
Eliminating Slavery: Enhancing
the Police Response, to police
and community leaders,
parliamentarians and senior
civil servants.
Chair
Chief Constable
Sara Thornton CBE QPM ,
then Chair of the National
Police Chiefs' Council

Motivations for
extremism
Cumberland Seminar
8 November 2017
Following on from discussions
at our June 2017 conference
on ‘Extremism: A Warning
from History’, the leading
anthropologist, Professor
Harvey Whitehouse,
chaired this seminar on
‘What motivates extremist
behaviour?’

Panellists
The Rt Hon Sara Newton MP
(Parliamentary UnderSecretary of State for
Vulnerability, Safeguarding
and Countering Extremism)
Major Anne Read
(Director of Anti Trafficking
and Modern Slavery,
Salvation Army)
The Rt Rev Dr
Alastair Redfern
(Bishop of Derby)

Violence against
women
Westminster Seminar
8 March 2018
On International Women’s
Day – one year on from our
Cumberland Conference
on ‘Violence Against
Women’, we presented our
Violence Against Women:
Towards an Integrated
Response report to 24
parliamentarians, third
sector representatives and
community health leaders,
at the House of Lords.
Chair
The Rt Hon the Baroness
Butler-Sloss GBE
(cross-bench life peer, former
Lord Justice of Appeal)
Panellists
Ellie Ball
(Sexual Violence Advisor,
Cambridge Rape Crisis)
Dr Neera Dholakia
(lead GP for Safeguarding
Children, NHS West London)
Winnie Li (author of
award-winning 2017 novel,
Dark Chapter)

The conference
and seminar
were timely,
building on the
momentum
for action on
violence against
women across
the UK ...there
was no shortage
of ideas, energy
and drive to
continue to
tackle the issue
and push for
better outcomes
for victims.
P hD student
participant at our
‘Violence against
Women’ seminar
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4,400
students visited us
this year

748

students directly
supported by
our educational
programmes

77

universities
and schools
represented

3,605
subsidised places
provided for
student study
retreats

Cumberland Lodge has been
providing transformational
experiences for people of all
ages, academic disciplines
and backgrounds, for
over 70 years.
Students and young people have a central
role in our work, from contributing to
our conferences, consultations and panel
debates as guest panellists and session
chairs, to participating in our dedicated
educational programmes, including
scholarships and guided group discussions.
We support and empower young people
to become active citizens, with the skills
and networks to help build more peaceful,
open and inclusive societies.

This year, our dedicated programmes
for students and young people supported
748 students from 77 schools and
universities, from Key Stage 1 through
to doctoral studies and early-career
research posts.
In numbers
–– 62 nationalities represented in
our educational programmes
–– 82% of beneficiaries aged 18 – 34
–– Gender of students supported:
49% male, 50% female, 1% other
–– Fields of study of students supported:
social sciences 49% , arts and humanities
26% , physical sciences 25%
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Cumberland Lodge Scholarships
Cumberland Lodge Scholarships are open to doctoral
students in any academic field, from any UK university.
Scholars play an active role in our interdisciplinary
conferences, consultations, panel debates and
educational programmes, for two years. They network
with senior figures in public life, receive training and
mentoring in public engagement, communications and
personal development and, through participation in our
conference series, contribute to conversations that inform
recommendations for social action and policy change.
In 2017-18, we supported 13 Cumberland Lodge Scholars,
including two P h D students who are originally from Syria
and were nominated by the Council for At-Risk Academics
(Cara). Seven of these Scholars joined us for the first time
in September 2017.

Study retreats
We offer subsidised rates to help thousands of
students from higher education institutions to
visit us for residential study retreats each year.
This year, we hosted 87 retreats, which brought
3,605 students to Cumberland Lodge. We also
awarded bursaries to help 15 students with
limited financial means to attend retreats with
their peers.
St Catharine’s Sessions have been a part of the
Cumberland Lodge experience for decades.
Today, we offer three guided discussion sessions
to engage visiting students with pressing issues
outside of their normal fields of study. This year,
298 students participated.
–– Free speech and hate speech
–– Higher education and social responsibility
–– Ethical leadership
In numbers
–– 87 study retreats hosted
–– 3,605 students attended
–– 15 bursaries awarded to help students attend
–– 30 higher education institutions booked
study retreats
–– 298 students took part in St Catharine’s
Sessions

Case study

Amber Pierce

Amy Buller P h D Scholar,
2017–20
Our Amy Buller P h D
Scholarship supports a
high-potential student with
leadership ability to complete a P h D
at Royal Holloway, University of London, whilst
benefiting from a close involvement with our work
for three years.
In 2017, the scholarship was awarded to
Amber Pierce, who is undertaking a P h D on the
changing nature of international criminal tribunals
since 1945. We will be supporting her studies and
personal development until August 2020.
On taking up her scholarship, Amber said: ‘I feel
as if my research will meet its optimum potential
with this award from Cumberland Lodge and its
vision of more peaceful, open and inclusive societies.’
Amber has degrees in History and Holocaust
Studies from Royal Holloway, and she volunteers
at The Jewish Museum in London. As part of her
scholarship, she has been helping to facilitate
some of our interdisciplinary conferences, leading
St Catharine’s Sessions, and hosting visiting
student groups at Cumberland Lodge. She also
contributed a chapter on ‘The Tragedy of the
Unemployed Student’ to our 2018 study guide,
Moral and Spiritual Dilemmas in Challenging Times.
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Case study

Adelina Gavrila

Cumberland Lodge Scholar,
2014 –16
Adelina studied Molecular
and Cell Biology at Coventry
University, with a year-long
industrial placement at the Institute for
Lung Health. This inspired her to start a P hD in 2014
and to apply for a Cumberland Lodge Scholarship.
‘The scholarship had a huge impact on my personal
and professional development. It enabled me
to develop skills outside my field of research, in
particular in networking, communication and public
speaking. It empowered me to think more creatively
about my career path and led me to consider
opportunities outside of academia.
‘Being a molecular biologist, I didn’t really have
the opportunity to attend interdisciplinary events.
The opportunity to attend Cumberland Lodge
conferences widened my understanding of social
issues, and I believe that being a Scholar made me
a more well-rounded individual, with a stronger
commitment to making an impact on society.’
‘I’m excited to have made the transition from
academia to industry, since completing my P hD.
I currently work as a medical science liaison, and I'm
eager to develop myself further within the field of
medical affairs, and to make a contribution to social
progress within the healthcare industry.’

Case study

Cathy Jamieson

Cumberland Lodge Scholar,
2014 -16
Cathy is from Northern
Ireland. She has a BA in Modern
History from Queen’s University
Belfast and an MA in Gender History
from the University of Edinburgh. After her
master's, she volunteered with charities in
North Africa and Thailand before returning to
Belfast to start her P h D.
‘My P hD involved examining the diaries and letters of
19 th-century, Irish Presbyterian missionaries working
in Nigeria, Manchuria and Gujarat, to explore their
ideas of masculinity, race and religion.
‘The Cumberland Lodge Scholarship broadened my
horizons hugely. It allowed me to take a step back and
think about how my academic research could fit into
wider societal discourses on important issues.
‘The training and experience were really helpful
in increasing my confidence, giving me the skills
to interact with people from all walks of life, and
increasing my academic rigour in the questions I
asked of my own work.
‘The scholarship encouraged me to explore different
career avenues after my P hD. Through conversations
with various people at the Lodge, I found a real
interest in policymaking.

Coming from a place
where there is little
margin for freedom
of speech and the
expression of ideas, I
have witnessed, first-hand,
the devastating effects
that intolerance has on society
and young minds. I hope that my time at
Cumberland Lodge will give me the skills and
inspiration I need to play an effective role in
rebuilding and reshaping my society from my
place as a future academic.
Saeed Akkad, Cumberland Lodge Scholar, 2017–19,
based at the University of Kent

‘I’ve now worked for the Scottish Government for
18 months, and I use the skills and experiences that I
gained at Cumberland Lodge every day, in interactions
with senior civil servants, stakeholders and ministers.
‘I’m currently providing support to the Children
and Young People’s Mental Health Taskforce,
chaired by Dr Dame Denise Coia. It aims to transform
mental health provision for children and young people
in Scotland.
‘I’m also on the Scottish Government’s Graduate
Development Programme, which provides an
accelerated career path into leadership.
‘I don’t think I would have considered this career path
if it hadn’t been for my time at Cumberland Lodge.’
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Case study

Enhancing doctoral studies
We supported 92 doctoral students from 50 universities
to participate in our Life Beyond the P h D conferences in
September 2017 and August 2018. Delegates developed
their self-leadership, public engagement and collaborative
skills, whilst exploring the social value and wider potential of
their research. The conferences attracted 24 guest speakers
from a wide range of sectors and professional backgrounds.
In numbers
–– 100% agreed that we facilitated interdisciplinary
dialogue in a peaceful and inclusive environment.
In words
–– ‘It allowed me to discuss interesting research I would
never have thought of and allowed me to better visualise
how I fit into everything.’
–– ‘I left with new friends, colleagues and inspiration for
completing my thesis and beginning my life after the P h D.’
–– ‘I felt empowered and full of ideas for possible futures. I
know I will be staying in touch with many of the delegates
I met.’
–– ‘It’s the first time during my P h D study that I’ve truly felt
like part of a community. The experience has had a huge
positive impact on my motivation to keep going, and on
my wellbeing in general.’
–– ‘It was invaluable: I left raring to go, not only to complete
my P h D, but for whatever comes after it.’

Liz Charalambous

Conference delegate

Liz, a registered nurse
and P h D student at the
University of Nottingham,
attended ‘Life Beyond the
P h D’ in September 2017.
‘Cumberland Lodge gave me the opportunity
to enter into discussions with, and discover the
views of, people from diverse backgrounds.
The opportunity to participate in discussions
and to explore common concerns with others
has allowed me to reflect on my research and
to see it from a different perspective, which I
hope will enrich the project.
‘I arrived at Cumberland Lodge tired and
stressed, with worries, concerns and questions.
I left with a renewed sense of self-confidence,
increased self-awareness, a deeper love of my
research area, new friendships and the promise
of collaborating on an interdisciplinary paper
with fellow P hD students whom I would never
have met had I not attended the conference.
‘Cumberland Lodge is a special place: in a
changing world, the underpinning philosophy
of inclusion, collaboration and striving for
a better society will stay with me for a long
time to come.’
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Case study

Dee May Tan

Emerging International
Leaders alumna

Dee May is a Chevening
Scholar from Malaysia,
who studies multimedia
journalism at the University of
Westminster. She took part in our 2016 -17
Emerging International Leaders programme
on freedom of religion or belief.

Nurturing emerging international leaders
For the second year running, we supported 50 high-potential,
international postgraduate students to complete our
Emerging International Leaders programme, with funding
from the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. We convened
three residential study retreats on the human rights and
interfaith aspects of freedom of religion or belief, and attracted
20 guest speakers to participate.
In numbers
–– 50 international students supported (33 Chevening Scholars
and 17 Commonwealth Scholars)
–– 30 countries represented (87% of which are eligible for
Oversees Development Aid)
–– 31 UK universities represented
In words
–– ‘This programme surpassed my expectations and
enormously empowered me in understanding freedom of
religion or belief and learning how to critically approach and
tackle these issues.’
–– ‘I plan to influence better representation, appreciation and
recognition of religious communities in my home country,
and to work with religious leaders to reshape their influence
in modern society, by working on new and different ways
to approach crucial issues they have failed to address in the
recent past.’
–– ‘I have learnt many things and now I am more optimistic
about working on freedom of religion or belief in my country
particularly, and around the world.’
Alumni impact
So far, this innovative programme has supported 100 young
people from all over the world to become part of a powerful new
network, empowered to live and work as advocates of freedom
of religion or belief in their universities and home countries.

Conversations that Dee May took part in at
Cumberland Lodge inspired her to launch
Malaysia's first biannual, independent
food culture publication, Plates magazine,
exploring the human stories behind the
food we eat, 'one dish at a time'.
Dee May uses the magazine as a forum for
highlighting issues relating to human rights
and freedom of religion or belief. In ‘A
Grainy Gamble’, a feature on rice farming
in Malaysia, she highlighted the impacts of
the state’s ‘Bumiputra’ law, which requires
farmers from ethnic and religious minority
communities to pay higher licensing fees
than those of the majority (‘Bumiputra’)
community. In ‘Hidden Figures’, she
highlighted the contrasting experiences
of three people from different cultural
backgrounds and belief systems, and their
special relationships with rice. An upcoming
feature on durian fruit will also shed light
on issues of land rights and heritage,
which are intimately connected with
religion and belief.
Reflecting on her experiences on the
Emerging International Leaders programme,
Dee May said, ‘I can’t express the amount of
gratitude that I have for the team who led this
programme. The conversations with peers set
the gears in motion. This magazine is one of
the more tangible products of what this safe
space for conversations has provoked and
inspired. Red tape and barriers still exist in my
home country, but I hope that our common
connection with food will show us that we are
more alike than different.’
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Schools engagement
Our dedicated programme of work with
school children was launched in 2015.
It focuses on local schools in Windsor,
Slough and the surrounding areas.
In March 2018, we supported secondary
school pupils from Langley Academy in
Slough to compete in the finals of their
Research and Debate Club competition.
This was part of our ongoing partnership
with Langley Academy, which seeks
to encourage young people to engage
critically with topical issues outside of
their normal areas of study.

58

international
students supported

25

universities
represented

29

nationalities
represented

100%
expected to stay
in touch with
someone they met
at the conference

Connecting international
students
In December 2017, we welcomed
58 international students from 25
UK universities and 29 countries,
to our 70 th Commonwealth and
International Student Christmas
conference. This gathering has been
a feature of our work since 1947,
and this year we invited seven guest
speakers to help delegates explore
what freedom means in different parts
of the world.
In words
–– ‘It was an amazing experience.
I met students from different
countries and backgrounds, and
I got to know and understand
different perceptions and opinions.’
–– ‘I interacted with students from
many continents, and their
different views made me realise
what freedom means for people in
different parts of the world.’

In July 2018, we renewed our partnership
with the National Citizenship Service
(NCS) in Slough, by delivering a
programme of workshops and creative
activities during the summer holidays,
to support 80 young people, aged
15 to 17, with building the confidence
and skills to boost their CVs or UCAS
(Universities and Colleges Admissions
Service) statements.
Meanwhile, we also worked with
participants to develop educational
activities on the power of storytelling
for promoting social progress, some
of which were delivered as part of our
Family Storytelling Days in August 2018
(see page 19).
We also developed a series of interactive
school workshops for children in Key
Stages 1-5, working with partners at the
University of the West of England, the
National Justice Museum in Nottingham,
and Royal Holloway, University of
London. Our Key Stages 4 -5 workshops
(on the history of protest, the changing
nature of sovereignty, and human rights)
are part of Citizens, a three-year project
led by Royal Holloway, with funding from
the Heritage Lottery Fund. They are
currently being piloted.
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Building interdisciplinary networks
In September 2017, a committee of five
early-career researchers and lecturers from
universities across the UK delivered our annual
Cumberland Colloquium on Social Cohesion in
Times of Uncertainty.
Committee members received mentoring and
support to organise and raise funds for this
interdisciplinary conference. They recruited
speakers and delegates, and produced a
resource pack and post-conference report to
share key discussions and learning with fellow
students and academics and the wider public.
We also awarded two bursaries to students with
limited financial means from the University of
Sheffield and the University of Sussex, to help
them participate in the conference.

The colloquium was a
great way to expand
my thinking. Talking
with participants
within and outside
of my field gave me
new ideas, as well as
concrete routes to
explore and develop
within my research.
P h D student delegate
at 'Social Cohesion in
Times of Uncertainty'
(2017 )
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This year, our cultural and educational events for the
wider community were well supported by members of
the Friends of Cumberland Lodge and our neighbours
in the Great Park and the wider local community.

1.2k
172
people reached

people enjoyed
Windsor Festival
events at
Cumberland Lodge

276

people attended
Cumberland
Conversations

550

people joined us
for guided tours

120

people took part
in our Family
Storytelling Days

This year, we welcomed 61 new members
to the Friends of Cumberland Lodge.
Members benefited from quarterly
newsletters, invitations to our public
events, and a members-only day trip to
the Royal Military Academy at Sandhurst.
We also hosted fundraising dinners
in November 2017 and June 2018, and
launched a new series of quarterly
e-newsletters to update people on our
work, publications and upcoming events.

Literary events
We continued to produce a series of
literary events relating to our work and
heritage, for the Windsor Festival in
September 2017. This year, we invited:
the author Tessa Harris; children’s
literature specialist Dr Ann Alston; the
composer and former Director of Music
at the Chapel Royal, Andrew Gant;
and the broadcaster and professor of
journalism, Kurt Barling, who spoke
about Amy Buller’s Darkness over
Germany, the pioneering work that led
to the establishment of the educational
foundation at Cumberland Lodge.
In October 2017, our Chief Executive
joined Professor Kurt Barling and
Dr Maren Lickhardt to discuss the
2017 republication of Darkness over
Germany at the Culture Bite Festival in
Hillingdon, Middlesex.
In 2018, Darkness over Germany was also
published for the first time in the USA ,
and as an audio-book available online,
read by the actress Tamsin Greig.

Volunteer at Family Storytelling Days

Early in 2018, we published Moral
and Spiritual Dilemmas in Challenging
Times, a study guide to Darkness over
Germany, with The Council of Christians
and Jews (CCJ), to encourage groups
to delve into divisive issues such as
nationalism, populism and extremism
from an interfaith perspective. Guest
contributors included: the former
Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr Rowan
Williams; Senior Rabbi of Masorti
Judaism, Rabbi Jonathan Wittenberg;
and the novelist and speaker, one of our
trustees, Salley Vickers.
This year’s New Year Shakespeare reading
retreat, led by Sir Stanley Wells, Salley
Vickers and the Rev Dr Paul Edmondson,
sold out within days and explored
A Midsummer Night’s Dream. In March
2018, we hosted a reflective retreat
on Freedom in Captivity, led by the
humanitarian and author Terry Waite.
The programme explored solitude and
personal freedom, drawing on Terry’s
experience of five years of solitary
confinement in Beirut.

Terry Waite

Bill Knight

Drawing with Shoo Rayner at Family Storytelling Days
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Art and heritage

Lectures and
life stories
For many years, we have been
welcoming guest speakers
from the arts and culture,
politics, academia and public
life, to share their life stories
and experience with a public
audience, through our
Cumberland Conversations
series. This year, we were
joined by Terry Waite,
the publisher Alexandra
Papadakis, the musician and
music therapist Adrian Snell,
and the founder of Gifford’s
Circus, Nell Gifford.
We also partnered with
St George’s House to deliver
a Windsor Lecture on
Manners and Morals
of Reporting in the
Era of Fake News at Windsor
Castle, in March 2018, with
the journalist and broadcaster
Robert Fox as guest speaker.

In September 2017, we took
part in Heritage Open Days by
hosting a weekend of guided
tours, with talks on some of
the extraordinary women
that have lived and worked
at Cumberland Lodge,
including: Sarah, Duchess of
Marlborough; Amy Buller;
Princess Marie Louise; and
Princess Helena. We offered
further guided tours during
our Open Weekend in
April 2018. We also hosted
two Art Tours of Cumberland
Lodge, in October 2017
and February 2018, and a
Christmas Tour in December
2017, to engage a new
audience with our work
and heritage.
This year, we hosted a striking
photography exhibition,
Where I Come From, by guest
artist Bill Knight, highlighting
the life journeys and success
stories of immigrants to
Britain. We are in the
process of developing a more
permanent exhibition for the
main hallway of Cumberland
Lodge, to tell the story of
our foundation, using archive
images and new research.

Intergenerational
exchange

We had a fab day.
My 8 -year-old
spent ages
telling her
grandparents
all about the
things she learnt.
We had lots of
discussions about
the event on the
following days.
Parent who
attended our Family
Storytelling Days

In August 2018, we welcomed
120 primary school children
from the local area, with
their parents and carers, for
our Family Storytelling Days.
Working in partnership with
Empathy Lab, an educational
charity that encourages
empathy in children through
literature, we offered a range
of storytelling activities over
two days, with Dr Ann Alston
(University of the West of
England), and the children's
authors, Bali Rai and Shoo
Rayner. Alumni from our
Emerging International
Leaders programme also
participated, by sharing
international stories and folk
tales with participants.
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We are grateful to all
the guest speakers and
contributors who give up
their time to help us fulfil
our charitable objectives.
Here are just a few of
our notable contributors
from 2017–18:

Jonah Chinga
Executive Assistant,
Gay and Lesbian
Coalition of Kenya

Andrew Copson
Chief Executive,
Humanists UK

Baroness Barker
LGBT spokesperson,
Liberal Democrats

AC Neil Basu
National Policing
Lead for Counter
Terrorism

Professor
Dorothy Bishop
Executive Committee
member, Council
for the Defence of
British Universities

Dr Claire
Foster-Gilbert
Director,
Westminster Abbey
Institute

Rachel Hall
Editor, Guardian
Higher Education
Network

Max Hill QC
Dilwar Hussain
Independent
Chair, New Horizons
in British Islam
Reviewer of
Terrorism Legislation

Professor Helen
Nicholson
Vice Principal,
Royal Holloway,
University of London

Robert Posner
Chief Executive,
Anne Frank Trust

Lord Bourne of
Aberystwyth
Parliamentary Under
Secretary of State,
Minister for Faith

Baljit Ubhey OBE
Roger Graef OBE
Visiting Professor,
Director, Crown
Mannheim Centre for Prosecution Service
Criminology, LSE
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As we expand
our work and
develop new ways
of communicating
our outputs and
recommendations
to audiences
around the world,
so our impact and
influence continue
to grow, both
here and now,
and in the longer
term. Sometimes,
it takes many
years for seeds
of thought sown
at Cumberland
Conferences
to grow.

Case study

Religion Media Centre
The Religion Media Centre was established in 2016 as a direct result of
conversations held at our conference, Religion and the News, in October 2009.
This conference identified a pressing need for greater scrutiny and coherence in
the way that religious issues are reported in the media. Three years on, in 2012 ,
Religion and the News was published, featuring contributions from many of the
speaker-delegates. Edited by our then Programme Director, Dr Owen Gower,
and the former BBC World Service producer and journalist Professor Jolyon
Mitchell, this book was supported by the Rayne Trust, the Centre for Theology
and Public Issues (CTPI), the University of Edinburgh and The Binks Trust.
The project ultimately led to the establishment of the Religion Media Centre,
an impartial body that aims to enhance the religious literacy of journalists and
media professionals, to ensure a more balanced and representative coverage
of issues in the national news agenda.
Michael Wakelin, Chair of the Centre's trustees, said, ‘Ten years after the
idea was born, the need for the Religion Media Centre is just as important as ever,
with a religiously diverse population and a political discourse that is straining
social cohesion’.
Today, the Religion Media Centre helps to brief journalists by providing fact
sheets on stories in the news, with suggestions for further reading and access
to more than 200 commentators on its database. Through events such as
the annual Religion in the Media festival, ‘Exploring Belief’, it allows media
professionals to consider the challenges and importance of reporting and
reflecting on religion. The Religion Media Centre also offers media training
for religious leaders, and religious literacy training for journalists.
religionmediacentre.org.uk
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Our charitable
work is supported
by the generosity
of our donors and
partners, and by
the hundreds of
individuals and
organisations who
book our stunning
facilities for
conferences, study
retreats, meetings
and special events.

We hosted 358 events,
organised by 192 different
organisations and individuals,
including 36 who were
using our facilities for the
first time. Of these, 140
were educational events
organised by higher education
institutions and medical
training organisations, hosted
at subsidised rates.

In 2017-18, our conference
trade continued to flourish.
We welcomed 4,168 day
delegates and accommodated
16,094 overnight stays.

–– Action for Children

358
16k+
events hosted

overnight stays
hosted (up from 15,016
in 2016 –17 )

4,168
day delegates
hosted (up from
3 , 877 in 2016 -17 )

140

educational
events hosted

81%

repeat business
(up from 74% in 2016 –17 )

Organisations hiring
our facilities this
year included:
–– Association of
Commonwealth
Universities
–– Career Counselling Service
–– Catholic Bishops
Conference of England
and Wales
–– CLIC Sargent
–– The Consortium for
Therapeutic Communities
–– The Elders
–– Engineering Conferences
International
–– Family Law Bar Association
–– The Headmasters’
and Headmistresses’
Conference
–– Heriot Watt University,
Edinburgh
–– London School of
Economics
–– Money Advice Service
–– National Guardians Office
–– Nursing Now
–– Royal Berkshire Fire &
Rescue Service
–– Royal Collection Trust
–– University of Exeter
Business School
–– The Wellcome Trust
–– Windsor Leadership

Case study

Dr Georg Krawietz
Dr Georg Krawietz,
Director of DAAD, The
German Academic Exchange
Service in London, has been
bringing students and academics
to Cumberland Lodge for over
two decades.
‘We discovered Cumberland Lodge in 1986 and
have been a keen and ardent customer ever
since, using it more and more, not only as a
venue for regular student meetings, but also for
academic and research seminars.
‘The mix of establishment, professionalism,
tradition, superb and very friendly care and
support, and the constant update of facilities,
is exemplary.
‘The fact that the history of the Lodge is so
very relevant to us, as a state-funded, German
institution that fosters academic mobility
worldwide, is not only a coincidence but a big
plus. We also feel most privileged to be able to
take part in a bit of Royal tradition.
‘The ethos of such an establishment echoes
very much with the qualities we strive for.’
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A venue to feel at home
in. This is a venue of
enormous historical
interest, in an almost
magical setting, with
excellent up-to-date
conference facilities,
good food, and a number
of luxurious rooms
great for both working
and relaxing in.
The staff could not be
more helpful.
TripA dvisor review,
March 2018

The setting is beautiful,
the team excellent.
Food and
accommodation
was superb and the
experience restorative.
Guest attending a
management meeting,
2017

We were so
impressed with how
approachable you
all were, and the
professionalism and
friendly manner of all
the staff; everything
seemed to run like
clockwork. I can see why
our university keeps
returning.
University conference
organiser, 2018

We had guests
from all over the
world and all their
requirements were
catered for. The food
is something else!
It was a productive
environment for
work, the bedrooms
were classy and well
furnished, and the
staff really make it as
a venue.
Leader of a business
away-day, 2018
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We are extremely grateful to all who have generously provided
financial support to Cumberland Lodge over the past year, through
grants, sponsorship and donations.
–– The late Sir Henry Brooke
–– Barrow Cadbury Trust
–– Convocation Trust, University of London
–– Culham St Gabriel’s
–– Dawes Trust
–– Gray’s Inn
–– Hobson Trust
–– Inner Temple
–– John S Cohen Foundation
–– KBR
–– Lincoln’s Inn
–– Magna Carta Fund for Human Rights and Democracy,
Foreign and Commonwealth Office
–– Middle Temple
–– Police Mutual
–– Schroder Foundation
–– Weinstock Fund
We are also grateful to the wide range of organisations with which
we partnered in 2017-18 , to help deliver our charitable activities,
including:
–– Council of Christians and Jews (CCJ)
–– Council for At-Risk Academics (Cara)
–– Commonwealth Scholarship Commission in the UK (CSC)
–– Empathy Lab
–– Kaleidoscope Trust
–– National Citizenship Service (NCS)
–– National Council for Voluntary Organisations (NCVO)
–– National Police Chiefs’ Council (NPCC)
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Our 2018-19 ‘Identities & Belonging’
series of conferences, consultations and
panel debates is now well underway.
We are exploring the theme from a variety of perspectives,
including national identity, working life, race, democracy,
history and collective memory, and gang culture. In particular,
we are exploring:
–– How governments, institutions and community practitioners
can promote the multiple faiths, cultural differences, values
and viewpoints that characterise a pluralistic society
–– Whether it is possible for society to accommodate
diversity peacefully
–– How society can foster constructive cohesion in response to
increasingly fluid and diverse identities and visions of belonging.
cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/identities-belonging
# CL identities
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The generosity of our friends and supporters has
always been invaluable to our charitable mission.
During our 70 th anniversary
in 2017, we launched an
endowment fund to help take
our work to a new level.
We aim to raise £7.5 million
to expand and develop our
work with students and people
of all ages, backgrounds and
perspectives, to make an ever
greater impact on society.

Find out more about becoming
a part of Cumberland Lodge
history, and support us in
empowering people to promote
more peaceful, open and inclusive
societies:
cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/
support-our-work

Find out more about connecting
more closely with our work
and meeting our community
of supporters through
membership of the Friends of
Cumberland Lodge:
cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/
friends

Katherine Crowe,
Development Director

Emma Albery,
Friends, Alumni & Outreach Officer

01784 220526

01784 497790

kcrowe@cumberlandlodge.ac.uk

ealbery@cumberlandlodge.ac.uk

Cumberland Lodge empowers people to tackle
the causes and effects of social division.
Since 1947, we have been breaking down silo thinking and
building interdisciplinary, cross-sector networks that make a
difference. We are an incubator of fresh ideas that promote
progress towards more peaceful, open and inclusive societies.
We actively involve young people in all aspects of our work,
and our educational programmes nurture their potential as
future leaders and changemakers.
Our stunning facilities are available to hire for residential or
non-residential conferences, meetings and special events.
Every booking helps to support our charitable work.
Cumberland Lodge
The Great Park
Windsor
Berkshire SL4 2HP
cumberlandlodge.ac.uk
enquiries@cumberlandlodge.ac.uk
01784 432316

@cumberlandlodge
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